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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Progress during the second year of this program has been noteworthy in both theoretical and

experimental areas. Two experiments on a CARM oscillator were performed and analysed.

The first long-pulse operation of a CARM oscillator was carded out, with output powers of

approximately 100 kW and operating efficiencies of approximately 2%. Much has been learned

from the analysis of the first two experiments, and both the amplifier and oscillator experiments

planned for the next year will benefit substantially from the knowledge gained during these

oscillator experiments. We have install_ and tested an new electron __m_son ,_
Tubes Electroniques (TIE) of France. This gun has now operated at up to 580 kV on our \

• 1m0d--_itor; use _ gun ort_the upcoming CARM experiments should result in a significant

increase in performance due to a much better beam quality and the capability of operation at a

much higher voltage.

In the theoretical area, Year II has seen substantial improvements to the MIT CARM codes.

The amplifier and oscillator codes have been successfully benchmarked against other codes,

linear theory, and experimental work. This includes the development of multimode CARM

amplifier linear and nonlinear theory, the theory of harmonic CARMs, and the inclusion of

TM modes in the nonlinear simulations. In addition, work this spring has centered on the

- effects of AC longitudinal space charge on CARM linear gain. CARM amplifier phase stability

has been studied theoretically and found to be significantly better than that of free-electron

lasers, relativistic klystrons, or gyroklystrons, provided the device is properly designed. Both

multimode simulations and particle-in-cell simulations have been carried out to study mode

competition effects between convectively unstable and absolutely unstable modes. Improvement

of the Pierce-Wiggler code, named TRAJIK for modeling the beam formation prior to the

interaction region has been carried out.

Both the electrical and mechanical design for an induction-linac-driven CARM amplifier

experiment have been completed. This experiment will be carried out during this summer and

through year 11I of this program. The design is based on 500 kV, 500 A operation of the

SNOMAD II induction accelerator. The experimental design for a long-pulse, modulator-driven

CARM amplifier experiment utilizing the new TIE 700 kV electron gun and the MIT 700 kV

modulator is completed, and the experiment will be carded out by the end of year HI. A 35

GHz CARM oscillator experiment has been designed, and this experiment will be carried out

beginning in September of this year.



I INTRODUCTION

A BACKGROUND

The new generation of TeV e.e- linear colliders of reasonable length and cost will require

[1,2,3] at least an order-of-magnitude increase in the accelerating gradient above the _ 10- 20

MeV/m that can be presently achieved using conventional S-band klystron drivers. In order to

obtain these increased accelerating gradients, the rf peak power and frequency must be increased

substantially. An increase in the frequency is necessitated by average power limitations; the rf

breakdown limit is improved by both increasing the frequency and decreasing the rf pulse length

[4,5,6].

Detailed studies of the frequency scaling for linear colliders has been carried out by several

authors [2,7,8]. Under the assumptions of constant emittance growth in the collider, constant

luminosity, and constant structure group velocity and attenuation parameter, some of the relevant

design parameters related to the rf source scale with frequency as shown in Table 1 [2].

Parameter Scaling

E_, Gradient v

7'/, Fill Time V -3/2

N, # Feeds v1/2

P,ot, Peak Power v1/2

/3/feed const.

15/m ¥3/2

Table 1: Accelerator Parameter Scaling with Frequency

At present, most researchers believe the optimum frequency for the next linear collider is

between 11.4 GHz and 18 GHz [8,9]. The typical peak power that will be required per source

is in the 500 MW to 1 GW range, with ff pulse lengths in the neighborhood of 25-80 ns [8,9].

For such a design, accelerating gradients will be on the order of 200 MeV/m.

RF sources capable of fulfilling the peak power, average power, phase stability and sensitivity

and reliability criteria do not yet exist. However, several promising source technologies are under

development. The conventional klystron is being investigated, and the relativistic klystron has

achieved considerable attention in recent years [10,11,12]. The relativDtic klystron utilizes a
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linear induction accelerator and a thermionic diode for the production of the electron beam, with

voltages in the range of 1-2 MeV, currents of _ I kA, and pulse lengths in the 50- I00 ns

range.

The lasertron [13,14] has also received considerable attention as a possible high-power mi-

crowave source. The electron beam for the lasertron is created from a photocathode using a

mode-locked laser for cathode illumination. In this manner, a very tightly bunched elecron beam

can be created directly from the injector. The beam then passes through extraction cavities where

the microwave power is generated.

In addition to the development of the relativistic klystron and the lasertron, there have been

rapid advances during the past decade in the development of high power millimeter wave sources

such as the gyrotron [15,16], gyroklystrons [17,18,19], and free electron lasers or ubitrons [20,21].

Recently, there has also been considerable theoretical interest in the cyclotron autoresonance

maser (CARM) [22,23,24,25,26,27,28]. The objective of this program is the investigation of the

CARM amplifier as a potential source of high-peak-power 17 GHz RF for use as the driver for

the next linear collider.

The CARM is similar to a gyrotron, except that the electromagnetic wave propagates with

a phase velocity close to the speed of light. The CARM typically employs relativistic electron

beams with pitch angles (a = vx/Vll) smaller than that of the gyrotron. The CARM interaction

is distinguished from the gyrotron interaction by a near total compensation of the axial and ax-

imuthal bunching mechanisms; this results in an autoresonance in which electrons, once bunched,

remain near resonance with the decelerating wave as they lose energy. In the inertial bunching

regime, the phase shift of an electron relative to the wave can be written 0 = (co- kllVll- f2c)T,

where t'lc = eB/mcy and T = L/VllO is the transit time of electrons in the interaction region. The

total phase shift 0 can be written as the sum of two terms: 0 = OK + 00, where the kinematic

phase shift OK = 80coTis associated with the initial resonance mismatch 80 = (¢o- kllVll0-_0)#0,

and a dynamicphase shift On = (-at%- kllAVll)T associated with the inertial bunching. Both

the cyclotron frexluency shift (all,) and the axial velocity change (aVll) result from the action

of the RF electric and magnetic fields on the beam electrons. For a single electron interacting

with a constant amplitude electromagnetic field in a waveguide, the quantity E- (0_/kll)Pll is a

constant of the motion. Using this relation together with the CARM resonance condition (Eq.

1), the expression for the dynamic phase shift can be reexpressed as

On = 2gN
E (1-



where the number of cyclotron orbits in the interaction space is given by N = _oT/2_. From

this expression, it is apparent that in the limit that the wave phase velocity approaches the speed

of light, the dynamic phase shift approaches zero. In this limit, the dynamic phase shift due to

the azimuthal bunching (a,f_c)resulting from the wave electric field is exactly compensated by

the axial bunching (AVll)resulting from the wave magnetic field. Consequently, the electrons

maintain resonance with the wave even as they give energy tO the wave. This autoresonant effect

is responsible for the high intrinsic efficiency of the CARM. In actual CARM designs, wave

phase velocities slightly larger than the speed of light (13ph> 1) are chosen, because the growth

rate for the CARM instability is very small for exact autoresonance (13_,_,= 1). The interaction

may still exhibit a high intrinsic efficiency provided the wave phase velocity remaing close to c.

The limiting efficiency for a CARM can be determined analytically from the constant of

motion E - [3phPllCand the energy-momentumrelation E z = mZc4+ cZp_+ c2_. The change in
energy by a particle is then related to the change in p± by

AE ,'_
2Eo(1- _llo/_ph).

The radiationof a synchronousparticlewill continue until the perpendicularmomentumbecomes

zero and the particle no longer couples to the wave. At this point, the transversemomentum

change of the particle is given by ap± = -mc¢o[3±o,and the maximum relative loss of paricle

kinetic energy is then

TIsp =
2(1 - [_l_/[3ph)(1- _,_.1)

This is the limiting single particle efficiency for a general relativistic cyclotron resonance maser

[29]. For the CARM, both the parallel and perpendicular components of momentum contribute

to the wave energy, in contrast to the gyrotronin which only the transverseenergy beam energy

contributes to the rf energy. In order to obtain high single-particleefficiency Ohp "-' 1) with a

relativistic beam, the electrons must be provided with an initial transverseelectron velocity of

[_2x0_ (1 - 131_/151,h).For relativistic beams with phase velocities close to unity, high intrinsic

efficiencies can be obtained even with modest 13x.

The CARM has the potential to operate as a high-gain, high-efficiency,high-power amplifier

in the frequencyregime applicable to the next generation coUiders.The objective of this program

is to investigate and evaluate, both theoretically and experimentally, the CARM as an ff source

for applications such as powering future accelerators.



B OVERVIEW OF ADVANCES IN YEAR H

During the past year, several significant advances have been made in this program. These

advances are detailed in this progress report.
I

• Experimental work during CY 1990 resulted in the operation of the first long-pulse CARM

oscillator. Prior to these experiments, only short pulse experiments had been carried out.

Output powers of up to 1l0 kW at ,,_30GHz were obtained. Second harmonic operation

of the CARM was also observed, as was operation of the device in unwanted gyrotron

modes. We have made substantial progress in understanding the optimization of CARM

design based on the data acquired during these experiments. These results are summarized

in section II. A., and a detailed discussion of the results is found in Appendix I, where a

paper on this experiment is appended.

• On the theoretical front, improvements in MIT CARM nonlinear simulation codes have

been made, and the codes have been successfully benchmarked against linear theory and

the nonlinear CARM code of Dr. Henry Freund of SAIC/NRL. The: development work

on these codes and new capabilities are presented in sections HI. A, C, E, and F.

I • Detailed modeling of the phase stability of a CARM amplifier has been carried out and

--- is continuing; the attractiveness of the CARM amplifier for application as an accelerator

driver will depend to a large extent on the stability of the output rf phase to fluctuations

in beam energy and current. Simulations have demonstrated phase stabilities of :t:1° for

:t:1% beam energy variation. The results of this ongoing study are presented in section

III.E.

• We have enhanced our code (TRAJIK) for the modeling of the electron orbits in the

wiggler region of the device. The accelerators produce linear beams with no perpendicular

momentum, the wiggler produces the required P.Lon the beam by resonantly transferring

parallel momentum to perpendicular momentum. The code includes the effects of self

electric fields and self-magnetic fields generated by the beam. Both self-B and self-E

fields are required for proper modeling of the relativistic electron beam equilibrium and

the momentum spread induced by the wiggler. The code now allows direct loading of

particles from the ouput of EGUN runs. This work is presented in section 1II.D.

• In section II the experimental design of both a 0.5 MeV, 500 A short-pulse induction linac

driven CARM amplifier (section II.B) and a 600 kV, 125 A long-pulse modulator-driven
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CARM amplifier (section II.C) are presented. The induction linac driven CARM amplifier

experiment design is complete, and it is scheduled for first operation during the remaining

months of FY91. The long-pulse CARM amplifier experiment is planned for the second

half of FY92.

The conclusions are presented in the final section of this progress report.



II EXPERIMENTAL ADVANCES

We are in the process of designing two separate 17 GHz CARM amplifier experiments uti-

lizing two different acceleratortechnologies. The first experiment will be carried out on our

microsecond-pulse-length,700 kV modulator. The second experimentwill utilize the MIT/SRL

1.2 MeV linear induction accelerator. The use of these two alternateacceleratortechnologies

will permita detailedcomparisonof the physics and technology trade-offsassociated with the I

technologies vis-a-vis the CARM amplifierdesign and operation. The issues which will be in-

vestigated include the small signal gain versus the beam parameters,the saturatedgain versus

the beam quality, amplifierstability,and efficiency enhancementby magnetic field tapering.

As statedin the milestonesin ouroriginalproposalandits addendum,we plannedto havethe

firstexperimentoperationalby Septemberof 1990. We carriedoutCARM oscillatorexperiments

using a SLAC 5045 klystrongun duringFY90. The results of these experimentsaredetailedin
the next section.

We have also carried out designs for an inductionlinac driven CARM amplifierexperiment
It

which we will perform before the end of FYgl on the MIT/SRLlinear induction accelerator.

This acceleratoris located at our high power microwave laboratoryat the MIT Plasma Fusion

Centerin a radiationvault adjacentto our 700 kV modulator.Both acceleratorssharea common

_-control room. At the presenttime, this acceleratorhas operatedat up to 1.2 MeV with a beam

from a field emission cathode, andrecently, the injector(0.6 MeV) has operatedat 0.6 MeV and

500 A current with a dispenser cathodeat high pulse repetitionrate (20 Hz at 500 A and 1 ld_z

at 200 A). Beam transportcalculations for the CARM amplifierexperimenton the linac have

been carriedout. Full mechanicaldesign has been completed,and the tube components for this

experimentaredue to arriveat MIT as this is written.

The electrical design for the 17 GHz long-pulse CARM experiment is completed, and me-

chanical design of the components for this experimentis underway. A summaryof the design

parametersfor this experimentis presentedin Section IIC.

I
A EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS ON CARM OSCILLATOR

During FYg0 and FY91 we have operateda CARM oscillator experimenton the high voltage

modulatorand carriedout a detailed analysis of the results. This experimentused our SLAC

5045 klystrongun for the electronbeam generation.CARM oscillatorsmay have applicationsin

a wide range of fields, from powering RF accelerators(if they can be phase locked) to heating



High-- Voltage
Modulator

Superconducting
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Magnets

Wiggler

CARM Interaction

SLAC 5045 Elec*ron Gun

Figure I:Schematicofthelong-pulseCARM oscillatorexpcrimem.

fusionplasmas.Thisexperimentisbeingcarriedoutundertheauspicesofthisprogram,utilizing

equipmentthatwas eitheralreadyon handorwasprocuredforthe17GHz CARM amplifier

program. This experiment was carried out with several objectives: 1) to better understand the

CARMinteraction and compareexperimentwith theory, 2) to test Pierce-Wiggleroperationwith

relativistic electron beams, and 3) to demonstrate efficient CARM oscillator operation with a

Bragg Reflectorcavity.

The basic schematic of the CARM oscillator experiment is shown in Fig. 1. The design

parameters for this experiment are given in Table 2 and 3. The experiment employs a Bragg

reflection cavity as the high-Q resonator. The resonator is designed to selectively reflect the

TEll mode with 2kll __ks, where kB is the Bragg wavenumberof the reflector. A schematic of
this resonatoris shown in Fig. 2.



m

Parameter Value
,,, ,,,,

Long Reflector
Riplfle Height,/o 0.254 mm
Riplfle Wavelength, _.b 4.34 mm
Lcngth 19.95 cm
Me_Lnradius 5.79 mm

Short Reflector
Riplfle Height,/o 0.254 mm
Ripl)le Wavelength, _,_ 4.34 mm
Length 5.71cm
MeltnRadius 5.79mm

StraightSection
Length . 4.14 cm
Cavity #1 Radius 6.03 mm
Cavity #2 Radius 5.53 mm

Diffractive Q 220
Effective Cavity Length, L,I! 0.17 m
cCaav!ty#1 Frequency 37.5 GHz

vlty #2 t'requency 38.0 GHz
....

Table 2: MIT CARM 37.5 GHz Bragg resonatordesign parameters.
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Interaction Parameter Value

Voltage, V 450 kV
Beam Current, lb 25 A

Pitch angle, ct 0.845
Efficiency, rl 14 %

rI.L 18 %
_8 78 %

OUtput _ower 1.6 MW
Nominal frequency, v 37.5 GHz

Quality factor, Q 220
Interaction Length, Left 0.17

Table 3: MIT CARM 37.5 GHz Design parameters.
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_ 5.71 cm

_ ww__ J1.206 cm 0.5 mm

4.34
4.18 cm !

mm

BRAGG RESONATOR #I

1.206 cm 0.5 mm --

BRAGG RESONATOR #2

Figure 2: Schematicof the Braggresonators (not to scale) for the CARM oscillatorexperiment.
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A detailed discussion of the results of the two CARM oscillatorexperiments is presented in

Appendix A, which contains a prepdnt of a paper submitted on these experiments. An even more

exhaustive review of this experiment is contained in the PhD thesis of Dr. K. Pendcrgast [30].

The results are briefly summarized here.

The first CARM oscillator experiment, using cavity # 1in Fig. 2, resulted in the excitation of a

considerable number of gyrotron modes (modes near cutoff). It was postulated that this was due

to the anomalously high diffractive Q of modes near cutoff due to the periodic wall corrugations

which extend inward to a smaller radius than the mean guide radius in the interaction (straight

section) region. The higher Q results in significantly lower starting currents for these modes.

During these experiments, we observed the first operation in a second harmonic CARM mode.

As a result of the large number of gyrotron modes excited and the absence of any CARM

modes in the first cavity, a modification was carried out which made the diffractive Q of the

modes near cutoff significantly higher. The radius of the straight section of the resonator was

decreased to a point for which the corrugation extended only outward from the straight section

(Cavity #2, Fig 2. This change resulted in operation of the experiment on CARM modes, and

the first demonstration of long-pulse CARM oscillator operation. A considerable ammount of

data was taken for operation in these CARM modes. The maximum achieved output power

was approximately 100 kW, corresponding to 2% efficiency. The operation occured not on the

designed bragg resonator modes but on window modes formed from window reflections. This

efficiency is disappointing. However, we believe we can attribute it to inadequate beam quality,

beam voltage, and lower than designed bragg resonator Q factor. The next experiment will utilize

the TIE electron gun, the beam quality is predicted to be much better, and recent experiments

on a FEL on that gun are consistent with a high beam quality. A considerably more detailed

discussion of this experiment is found in Appendix A. These experiments using an improved

bragg resonator and the new TIE electron gun are planned for FY92.

B SHORT-PULSE CARM AMPLIFIER EXP_.RIMENT

During FY91, we are carrying out the 17 GHz linac-driven CARM amplifierexperiment. We

have completed both the electrical and mechanical design to date, and the tube components

are presently being fabricated. Operation is expected beginning in July, 1991, ahead of the

September 1991 milestone for this operation.

This experiment is planned to be operational by the end of FY91. During the past twelve

months, the induction linac has been brought on line at MIT in ajoint effort by SRL scientists (D.
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Goodman and D. Birx), and our group. At the present time the linac injector is operating with

a 3.5" q, Scandate dispenser cathode at beam parameters of 600 kV and 520 A. This accelerator

should provide a high quality, 0.5-1 MeV, 500 A beam at high repetition rate (__<1 kHz) for the

CARM amplifier experiments planned. At the present time, the accelerator is is operating with an

X-band relativistic klystron experiment under DARPA funding to Science Research Laboratory.

At the expected conclusion of that project at the end of lune, 1991, the 17 GHz CARM amplifier

will be installed on that beam fine.

The short-pulse linac-driven CARM amplifier design has centered on a TEl1 waveguide

mode for the first experiment. The final design p_ameters are listed in Table 4. These design

parameters were chosen subject to the design constraint that the beam-wave coupling is on

the order of the critical coupling which would lead to absolute instability in the down-shifted

cyclotron resonance mode. For this reason, a more conservative design would utilize a lower

beam a for this given beam current. Nevertheless, it is anticipated that absolute instabilities

in short-pulse CARM amplifiers will not be as severe a problem as in the long-pulse CARM

amplifier experiment.
A detailed series of simulations has been carried out on this design. The variation in predicted

I efficiency versus magnetic field detuning a (with a = 0 being resonance), is shown in Fig. 3.
The curves in this figure are parametrized by waveguide radius and by the degree of beam-

wave coupling e. For e - 1 the beam current and ct are at values which correspond to absolute

instability in a linear pinch-point analysis [31]. The beam ct which corresponds to the values

of e and guide radius in Fig. 3 are shown in Fig. 4. The final design parameters corresI_ond to

R,,, ---1.3cm and e/_e -- 1.

The deleterious effect of beam spread on the device efficiency is shown in Fig. 5. Spreads

of o_,z ,,_ 0.015 are predicted for this design by the EGUN and TRAJIK beam codes. We are

investigating new ways for beam production which lessens the beam spread.

A schematic of the engineering assembly drawing for the planned 17 GHz CARM amplifier

experiment is shown in Fig. 6. Initial experiments will employ a mesh input launcher, with later

upgrade to a hole-coupled phase velocity coupler. During these experiments, gain, efficiency, and

amplifier stability will be measured. Further details of these experiments are found in Appendix

B, where the paper submitted to the 1991 Particle Accelerator Conference is reproduced.

During the linac driven CARM amplifier experiments quantities such as the linear and non-

linear gain and efficiency, amplifier stability, and operation dependence on beam voltage and

pitch will be measured.

14



Parameter Design Value

Beam Energy 500 keV
Beam Current,Ib 500 A
Pulse Length 30 ns
Beam Pitch, _ -- _.L0/_0 0.4
Frequency,m/2_ 17.136 GHz
Mode TEal

WaveguideRadius, rw 1.3 cm
Phase Velocity, l_ph 1.088
Guide Field,/3o 3.06 kG
Detuning, A 0.4
Input Power, Pm 800 W

. Est. Velocity Spread, ar,z/pz < 1.6%
Energy Spread, oT/,t < 1.6%
Efficiency, 11,untapered 13.5% (apz= 0)

9.3% (%z-- 0.02)
Output Power, Put 33.6 MW (%_= 0)

23.3 MW (%_= 0.02)
SaturationLength, zm 0.93 m (%z= O)

1.01 m (%, -0.02)
Gain 46.2 clB (%_= 0)

44.6 dB (apz --"0.02)

Table 4:500 keV LIA CARM AmplifierDesign
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Figure3:CARM amplifierefficiencyversusdctuningobtainedfromsimulationsusingtheSPOT
code.
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Figure 4: Critical beam a for different beam-wave couplings e/e_ and differentwaveguide radius.
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C LONG-PULSE CARM AMPLIFIER EXPERIMENT

We plan to carry out a long pulse (1 _ts) CARM amplifier experiment utilizing our 700 kV, 1 _s

pulse modulator and the 700 kV TIE electron gun. This electron gun is designed at ,_ 0.27 _tP,

and has a much smaller area convergence than the 5045 klystron gun, which should result in a

significantly better quality beam. This means that no beam scraping will be required in using

the Thomson gun. Experimental results on efficiency will then be directly relevant to future

applications, and no corrections will be required in evaluating the experimental results.

For operation with pulse lengths of 1 Its, the design of the CARM amplifier must optimize

the device efficiency within the constraints imposed by the requirement that the amplifier not be

susceptible to absolute instabilities. Because the 1_tspulse length is significantly longer than the

typical e-folding times of the absolute instability, the design parameters o¢ the device must be

well within the calculated stability limits. We have carrie.t out a design of an 18 GHz CARM

amplifier using the 700 kV electron gun. (Milestone 1). For this design we are planning to

carry out the experiment at 500-600 kV rather than the rated 700 kV of the eiectron gun. (Our

experience with the SLAC klystron gun was that we were only able to operate it reliably to

voltages of 310 kV, while it is rated at 350 kV.) The design parameters for 600 kV operation are

presented in Table 5. These design parameters satisfy the stability criterion for the TE_I mode.

Parameter Design Value
Frequency 18.0 GHz
Mode TEsl

Beam Energy 600 keV
Beam Current 125 A

R_ 1.111 cm

_ph 1.1131
a 0.6640

B_o 4.30 kG
Detuning (_0) 0.4
Pi. 5 kW
Po,,t 27.1 MW

VlT,(%z = O) 36.1%
zs.t 0.625 m
Saturated Gain 37.3 dB

Table 5:600 kV CARM Amplifier Design

A graph of the simulated CARM amplifier efficiency versus magnetic field detuning is shown
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in Fig. 7. Foreach magnetic field, the critical beama was calculated using the analytical theory

[31], and the amplifierefficiency was then calculated for ct= c_cand this detuning. The device

efficiency is seen to increase markedly for magnetic fields below resonance (A = 0); this is

primarilybecause the allowable beam a increasessubstantially as the magnetic field is lowered

(detuningA is raised). Efficiency is shown for three beam voltages, with beam currents fixed

by the perveance of the TIE electron gun at 0.27 gP. The assumed beam pitch value is taken

such that the beam-wave coupling is either 0.5 or 0.8 times the critical coupling for absolate

instability. Efficiencies as high as 35%are predictedfor a cold electron beam. For fixed a the

device efficiency does not vary with field as dramaticallyas in Fig. 7.

TEll 17.136 GHz, Rw=l.lllcm
50.0

o_o 500kV,I/Ie=O.8
45.o. e---e5OOkV, I/IcffiO.5

_--_ 550kV,I/Ic:0.840.0
zo • _- 560kV,I/IcffiO.5

35.0 IZI_O 6OOkV, I/Ic:O.8I--I 600kV, I/Ic:0.5

30.0 o.7 .P -sl
eS.o Pdffil kW _/|_"

'_'r 15.o r.l,_i=,4_ |P"10.0

5.0

0.0 I.... I I,, I I I- I m. I
-0.3 -0.2 -0.1 0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.8 0.?

DETUNING A

Figure 7: Plot of amplifier saturatedefficiency as a function of the magnetic detuning A for
various waveguide radii andcouplings to the beam (ec/e).

In figurerefF:D600B the critical beam pitch which was used in the simulations in Fig. 7 is

shown as a function of detuning A for differentbeam voltages and beam-wave coupling ratios.

The desire to operate the CARM at smaller waveguide radius,lower magnetic field (higher A),

and higher voltage is evident from Figs. 7 and 8.

The Pierce wiggler design for this CARM amplifierwill employ a 2.5 kG axial guide field, a

wiggler field strengthof B, = 56G with a wiggler periodicityof _ = 8.27 cm will produce the

requiredJ3±= 0.37 at the exit of the wiggler. The beam will thenundergoadiabaticcompression
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Figure 8: Plot of amplifiercritical beam pitch cxcas a funcdon of the detuning A.

to the interaction region at 4.3 ld3, where the ctwill reach the desired value of 0.664. Variation

of the beam ot during the experiment is simply carried out by variationof the currentin the

wiggler.

This CARM experiment will be carriedout duringthe latterpartof FY92, after the next set

of CARM oscillator experimentsare performed.
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III THEORETICAL ADVANCES

We have carried out several theoretical and numerical investigations of CARM amplifier and

oscillator physics. Good agreement has been found in quantitative comparisons between our two-

dimensional amplifier simulation code, SPOT, and results from linear theory and the CARM am-

plifier code CHARM developed by Dr. Henry Freund of SAIC and NRL. We have investigated

the phase sensitivity of the CARM to changes in beam voltage, studied efficiency enhancement

by magnetic field tapering at moderately high beam current, developed a linear and nonlinear

theory of CARM operation in overmoded waveguides, conducted particle-in-cell simulation of

absolute instabilities with the MAGIC code, and written an electron beam transport code to study

beam propagation through a Pierce wiggler field.

A CARM MULTIMODE rHEORY AND CODE DEVELOPMENT

A comprehensive linear and nonlinear theory of CARM amplifiers with multimode interactions

is under development. This work is motivated by the experimental observation of ff power

distributed between various wavcguide modes in the superradiant operation of the MIT-RLE 35

GHz CARM experiments.

We have made use of Maxwell-Vlasov kinetic description to analyze the mode coupling

in the linear regime. At this point, we have completed an analytical linear theory for the

coupled CARM interaction for the TE and TM modes [32]. For an azimuthally symmetric

beam equilibrium, the theory shows that a mode (TE or TM) can only couple to another mode

(TE or TM) with the same azimuthal dependence. Modes with different azimuthal numbers

are uncoupled in the linear regime. The present analysis shows that the CARM interaction can

be enhanced significantly as mode separations decreases, resulting in growth rates which are

very different from those of a single mode analysis. In addition, the present multimode theory

correctly accounts for launching losses. The details of this theoretical work are presented in the

_ppendix C, and are found in the literature [32,33].

To summarize, it is found that there is good agreement between the simu_.ations,linear theory,

and experiments and that the detailed performance of CARM amplifiers is well predicted by the

nonlinear self-consistent model used in the SPOT code.
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B CARM SPACE CHARGE THEORY

Recentlymembersofourresearchgrouphavebeenworkingon theeffectsofspacechargeonthe

CARM growthrate.Ingyro-dcviccswithbeam formationthatleadstoa randomlygyro-phascd

electronbeam attheentrancetotheinteractionregion,thereisnocouplingtolongitudinalspace

chargewaveson thebeam asa resultofbunchingby thefffields.The MIG gun isanexample
i

ofa gun geometrywhichyieldsrandomlygyro-phascdbeams. However,thePierce-Wiggler

gun geometrywhichwc employforbeam formationinboththeCARM amplifierandoscillator

experimentsproducesan electronbeam whichisatleastpartiallyspatiallygyro-phascd.As a

consequence,bunchingattheRF frequencycanresultincouplingtolongitudinalspacecharge

waveson theelectronbeam. ThiscouplingcanthenmodifytheCARM gainand efficiencyin

principle.The analagouseffectintheFEL isthedistinctionbetweentheCompton and Raman

regimes.

We havedevelopedthelineartheoryof thespace-chargecorrectionstotheCARM gain

resultingfromthiseffect,and thenonlineareffectswillbeinvestigatedduringFY92.

C CSPOT and CHARM CARM CODE COMPARISON

We have bcnchmarkedtheSPOT code withlineartheoryand witha two-dimensionalcode

developedby HenryFrcundatScienceApplications,Inc.The CHARM codediffersfromthe

CSPOT codeinthattheparticleorbitsareintegratedexactlyinallsixphasespacevariables.

Dr.Frcundhasbeena visitingscientistattheMIT PlasmaFusionCenterduringthiswork.The

resultsofthiscomparisonaredetailedina papersubmittedforpublication[34].Ingeneral,the

codesagreedrelativelywell,exceptforsome minordiscrepancies.Dr. Freundwillcontinue

tobe a visitingscientistinourgroupforone totwo weeks duringFY92; theobjectiveofhis

theoreticalwork willbe theincorporationofspacechargeintotheCHARM code.

D ELECTRON BEAM TRAJECTORY CODE DEVELOPMENT

During the past year we have augmented our 3-D Pierce-Wiggler code, TRAJ, by including

a model forboththeself-electric(E_,E_) and self-magnetic(B_,B_)fieldsgeneratedby the

electronbeam,andbyincludingamechanismforparticleloadingsfromtheoutputofEGUN gun

code runs. The TRAJ code was originally written to integrate particle orbits in a combined axial

field and the exact 3-D wiggler fields. The wiggler field is calculated from a 3-D Biot-Savart

integration over input current loops. Consequently, a bifilar helical wiggler can be modeled as
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accurately as required merely by the incorporation of a sufficient number of current loops to

accurate!y'represent the actual wires in the bifilar helical wiggler.

In order to accurately model the true beam momentum and energy spreads which result from

the helical beam formation in the Pierce-Wiggler, one must begin with a laminar flow equilibrium

of a relativistic electron beam in a uniform guide magnetic field. The self-fields must be included

in order for the beam equilibrium which is numerically loaded at the start of the code integration

to remain an equilibrium, even in the absence of the wiggler fields. We have incorporated a 2-D

cylindrical-geometry Poisson solver into the TRAJ code in order to solve for the self-fields in

a slab model. At each axial location, the macroparticle currents and charge densities are used

to calculate cpand Az on a cylindrical grid. These potentials are then used to calculate the self

electric and magnetic transverse fields on the grid. The beam is then stepped to the next axial

location. This new version of the code, TRAJIK, is now fully (we believe) debugged. The code

has been successful in a comparison with EGUN runs when there are no wiggler fields.

Simulations of the Pierce-wiggler configurations which will be employed for the CARM

amplifier experiments are now being carried out. Parametric studies of the spread resulting from

different wiggler designs are also being carried out.

E CARM AMPLIFIER PHASE STABILITY

During the past year we have performed an analysis of the phase stability of CARM amplifiers to

perturbations in electron beam parameters [35]. For a high peak power rf source to be attractive

for use in powering the next generation linear collider, the source must produce rf with a stable,

non-varying phase. Both the phase stability during the single 50 ns - 1 tts ff pulse, and the

shot-to-shot phase stability must meet certain requirements which depend on the particular design

of the linear coUider. Failure of the source to deliver phase stable rf output usually results in an

unacceptable variation of the energy of the electron beam in the linear collider. The rf phase in

a high gain amplifier, whether it be a slow-wave or a fast-wave amplifier, will depend on the

variation of the electron beam energy and current during the pulse. The typical phase stability

of conventional klystrons is approximately 8*/% beam energy variation. In free-electron lasers,

output phase variation with beam energy is generally much more sensitive.

In the cyclotron autoresonance maser, the question of phase stability is compilcated by the

fact that the beam transverse momentum P.L (or, correspondingly, the transverse velocity 13a.)

is independently variable from the beam energy. For a free-electron laser, the beam transverse

motion is set by the wiggler, such that 13.L= a_/,/. The phase stability of the CARM amplifier
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must therefore be investigated with respect to potential variation in at least three beam parameters,

energy _,, transverse momentum P.L, and current I. These parameters are interrelated. For

example, the current is correlated to the voltage fluctuations for space-charge limited emission

from the cathode and the beam iV.Lwill be correlated with fluctuations in the beam energy through

the wiggler which is employed to produce the p±.

In a real CARM amplifier which utilizes a Pierce-Wiggler for the helical beam formation,

the wiggler produces a correlation between the beam I3.Land the instantaneous beam energy

in the wiggler. This correlation depends on how close the device is operating to resonance

between the guide field and the wiggler, exact resonance at the entrance of the wiggler being

for ,[_3k_,c= eB/m. By a careful choice of the wiggler and guide field parameters, this wiggler

induced correlation between fluctuations in _,and fluctuations in _.Lcan be chosen in such a way

as to significantly reduce the rf phase fluctuation for variations in the electron beam energy.

For separate variations of beam _a. and beam _,, the corresponding variations in RF phase

at the output of the interaction can be determined by analytic theory or numerical simulation.

Fig. 9 and Fig. 10 present a calculation of the phase stability for independent _a. and voltage

variation. The analytic theory is given by solving the dispersion relation for variations in the

phase shift due to the electron beam as a result of 13.Land _,variations.

By proper design of the wiggler, one can introduce a correlation on the _a. produced by

the wiggler that is dependent on the beam _,or energy. If the correlation is designed to yield

a dependence which is tangent to a constant RF phase deviation contour, then the amplifier

becomes significantly more phase stable, as shown in Figs. 11 and 12. For large variations in

the beam energy, the wiggler induced correlation should result in the expected large variations

in amplifier output phase; the wiggler induced correlation will only correct the phase for smaU

changes about the design energy.

A more general comparison of this predicted phase stability has been carried out. A com-

parison of RF phase variation over a range of CARM design paramemrs is shown in Fig. 13.

This technique for local reduction of the CARM amplifier phase sensitivity to beam energy
I

variations could significantly improve the prospects for a high-gain CARM amplifier with a high

degree of phase stability. We plan to continue this analysis of CARM phase stability during year

III of this program.
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Figure13:RF PhasevariationforCARM witha =0.3,0.5,0.7andasafunctionofbeamvoltage.
Thecorrespondingrequiredwigglerfieldstrengthisalsoshown.
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F CARM OSCILLATOR CODE DEVELOPMENT

During the past year, we have developed two new CARM oscillator codes. The first code

calculates the CARM oscillator starting current versus any set of relevant parameters, such as

magnetic field, Q, or beam pitch. This calculation can include the effects of beam quality on

the starting current.

The second code is a modified version of the nonlinear CARM amplifier code SPOT which

treats the case of CARM oscillators with Bragg resonators. This code thus allows nonlinear

efficiency calculation to be performed for comparison with CARM oscillator experimental data.

This code, called SPOTOSC, uses an assumed fixed field profile for the cold-cavity field solution

in the Bragg resonator, and integrates the particle orbits through this field. The self-consistent

beam current for a given field amplitude is found by applying energy balance, namely requiring

that ¢oW/Q = 111 Vb, where W is the stored energy and I and Vb are the beam current and

voltage.
!

This code has been successfully benchmarked against the starting current code in the linear

regime, and against CARM linear theory at NRL [25]. In the nonlinear regime, the code has

given similar, though not identical theoretical results for the predicted performance of the LLNL

250 GHz CARM oscillator experiment [36]. During this next year, we plan to modify this code

to make the calculation of the field profile self-consistent with the phase shift and gain resulting

from the interaction with the electron beam (see Bragg resonator code section).

G MULTIMODE BRAGG RESONATOR CODE DEVELOPMENT

During the past year, we have developed a multimode Bragg resonator code. J. Cheng, an under-

graduate, has done his senior thesis on the pxoblem of intermode coupling in Bragg resonators.

This code was needed in order to perdict Bragg resonator performance in situations where there

is non-negligable coupling between different transverse modes. In particular, in some CARM

resonator designs, we have significant coupling between the desired TEl1 mode and the TM11

mode. This coupling may be avoided by proper design using Hamming window or other fil-

ters from finite-impulse response filter theory [37]. The code agrees exactly with the LLNL

Bragg code of M. Caplan, and very closely with the scattering matrix codes of M. Thumm and

colleagues at KfK in Germany.

We have enlisted the help of M. Thumm and J. Pretterebner from KfK in Germany in the

design of the next Bragg resonators for the CARM oscillator experiments.
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IV CONCLUSION

The CARM oscillator experiments carriedout have demonstratedthe first reportedoperation of

a long pulse CARM, as well as the first reportedoperation of a harmonicCARM. As a result of

these first experimer,gs,we have made substantial gains in ourunderstandingof CARM physics,

and we expect that, with the help of the new TTE electron gun, the next CARM oscillator will

yield greatly improvedresults.

Design studies for CARM amplifiersutilizing long and short pulse acceleratorshave been

carried out during the past year. These studies are by natureongoing as we begin to learn

from experiments. Theoretical research during the two years of this programappears to further

substantiatethe case for CARM amplifiersas a viable and attractivesource for powering the next

generationof linearcolliders. TheoreticalCARM ar,iplifierefficiencies appear quite impressive,

rivaling those of the FEL and relativistic klyst_l, at least for cold electron beams. The phase

stability of the CARM amplifierappears to be quite good theoretically; this also remains to be

verified by experiment. Year Ill of the programshould yield detailed experimental datawhich

will provide an importanttest of the suitability of CAILMamplifiersfor RF linac drivers.
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A Long.Pulse,CARM OscillatorExperiment*

K.D.Pendergast,B.G.Danly,W.L.Menninger,R.J.Temkin

PlasmaFusionCenter

MassachusettsInstituteofTechnology

Cambridge,MA 02139

Abstract

Resultsofalong-pulse,cyclotronautoresonancemaser(CARM) oscillatorexperimentare

reported.A Stanfordaccelerator(SLAC 5045)idystrongunproduceda I_ec electronbeam

at250-300kV and10-25A ata repetitionrateofup to4 Hz. A beam a - [3±/[311,variable
from 0 to 1, was produced on this electron beam with a wiggler magnetic field near guide field
resonance. The experiments were carried out with two different Bragg reflection resonators
designed for th TEl1 mode. Using the first resonator, many harmonic gyrotron modes were
observed in the 28-40 GHz frequencyrange in the TE21and TE01modes and, for the first time,
a secondharmonicupshifted(CARM) TEllmode at74.5GHz. Usingthesecondresonator,

fundamentalCARM operation was observed for many parametersettings, and form frequencies
ranging from 29 to 32 GHz. Output powers ranged from ,,,,0.1 kW to 100 kW, resulting in
efficiencies of 0.1% to 2%. Identificationof CARM and gyrotronmodes is made by comparison

of measuredfrequencieswith dispersiontheory and measurementof the farfieldradiationpattern.
Comparison with theory indicates that the device efficiency is reduced by finite spread in the
axial electron beam momentum.

*This work was supported by U.S. Departmentof Energy, Office of Basic Energy Sciences,
ContractDE-FG 02-89ER 14052.



1 Introduction

The Cyclotron Autoresonance Maser (CARM) promises to be a leading candidate as a

source of electromagnetic radiation in the millimeter and sub-millimeter regimes. In

the past decade, subs_mtial theoretical [1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10,11,12,13] and experimen-

tal [14,15,16,17,18] research has been conducted on the CARM. Interest in the CARM

results from its potential for high-efficiency operation, large doppler upshift from the

cyclotron frequency and high-power capability. Until now, CARM experiments have

operatedwith relatively shortpulse lengths (_,100 ns) in both the amplifierand oscillator

configuration.Long-pulse operation of CARMs can lead to high averagepower devices

for many applications (e.g. fusion tokamak plasma heating). Furthermore,long pulse

operation can lead to new physics results since mode competition and other instabilities

may not develop on the time scale, 10-100 ns, of shortpulse e_ents. In this paper,

we present the theory, design, and results of a long-pulse CARM oscillator experiment

conductedat M1T.

2 Theory

The cyclotron resonance condition is given by

nt_ R
co- k. ve -- , (1)

¥

wherewand k are the wave frequencyand wave number,ve and_ - (1-v_/c2) -1/2 are the

electron velocity and relativistic energyfactor, c is the speed of light and t3Ns = eB/m



is the nonrelativisticcyclotron frequency, n is the harmonic numberand e, m are the

electron charge and mass, respectively. For a CARM operating at moderate to high

electron beam voltages, with 72 >> 1, 8, _ 1, 13,_, 1, and [3±_ 1/_,,the upshfftfrom the

relativistic cyclotron frequencyt_cis approximately_2,as can be seen from the resonance

condition:

nC_N R nCic
co= _ = y_r_. (2)

-,lh) (I- (I- II))

The relativistic cyclotron frequency is given by n_ = raNa/_, 13_andp± are the normalized

(to c) axial and perpendicularelectron velocities, and I_ = m/ck. is the normalizedphase

velocity of a wave of frequency coand axial wavenumber k,. This dopplerupshift allows

the CARM to operate at a signiticanfly lower magnetic field, by a factor, of 1/_, than

therelativisticgyrotron(whichhasnodopplerupshift)operatingatthesamefrequency.

FromEq. 2, it is also evident that if there is a relatively large spreadin the axial velocity

distribution of the electron beam, then only a few electrons will satisfy the resonance

condition and low efficiency operation will result. Therefore, the productionof a high-

quality electron beam is a crucial issue in the design of any CARM device.

From the equationsof motionfor a chargedparticle in a constant amplitude TE wave,

a constant of the motion, _(1-P.I_), can be derived [1]. Comparing this constant of the

motion with the resonance condition given in F,q.2, it can be seen thatfor the case where

13.= 1 (luminous waves), an electronwhich entersthe interactionregion in resonance with

the electromagnetic wave will maintain this resonance as it loses (or gains) energy. This

effect is termed autoresonance. However, the growth rate is small for luminous waves.



Higherefficiency and highergain result fromoperationat phase velocities slightly higher

than unity.

Fromthe uncoupleddispersiontheory, for a given set of electron beamparametersand

waveguide boundaries,the beamline given by Eq. 1 will typically intersect the waveguide-

mode dispersion curves, given by

at two points on the co- k, dispersion diagram:

[ i()21-o_-_.aol _p. 1- _ , (4)

where Yz- 1/ffl ' p2 and the cutoff frequency is ¢a_offiok±. The (-) sign in Eq. 4

corresponds to a backward wave, frequency downshifted intersection and the (+) sign

corresponds to the upshifted(CARM) intersection.

3 Experimental Design

In this section, the design of the long-pulse CARM oscillator experiment is presented.

Shown in Fig. 1 is a schematicof theexperiment. The voltage pulse is producedby a high-

voltage modulator,capable of providing a voltage of up to 700 kV into an experimental

load of 9000 for 2.5_ (FWHM) with a lgs flat-top duration. The relativistic electron

beam is provided by a SLAC 5045 electron gun rated at voltages up to 450 kV. The



electron beam is compressed from the cathode into the wiggler region by an increasing

axial guide field.

Numerical simulations of the electron beam dynamics in the focusing region were

performedusing the electronray-tracingcode EGUN [19]. Optimizationof the magnetic

field producedby the magnetic fieldcoils and ironpole pieces was performedusing MIRT

in the POISSON/SUPERFISHcode group [20]. From these simulations, the electron

beam dynamics, including the spreads in the energy and momentumdistributions, were

calculated.

Becausetheelectronsexitthefocusingregionwithalmostnoperpendicularmomen-

rum, they are sent througha bifilar-helixwiggler, where the perpendicularcomponent of

the magnetic field rotatesto interact resonantly with the electrons, causing conversion of

parallel energy to perpendicularenergy. The uniform, axial guide field in the wiggler

region is set to the resonant axial field, given by

The dynamicsoftheelectronbeam asittravelsthroughthewigglerandadiabatic

compression regions arecalculated with a particlesimulation code, TRAI, writtenat M1T

[21,22].InTRAJ, the equationsofmotionforeach electron,includingspace-charge and

self-Bs forces, are integrated.For the simulations of the shots observedinthe CARM

oscillator experiment, the particlesin TRAJ are loaded using the output of the rays from

EGUN. Using the currentsettingson the magneticfocusing coils, the bifilar-helix wiggler,

and the uniformguide field coils in the superconductingmagnet, numericalpredictionsof



the average pitch angle of the electron beam can be made for a given operatingvoltage.

After the electron beam undergoes momentum redistributionin the wiggler region,

it is adiabaticallycompressed into the CARM interactionregion, because for a CARM,

the resonant guide field (from Eq. 1) is generally largerin magnitude than the resonant

wiggler guide field (given by Eq.5). As can be seen in Fig. 1, the uniformguide fields in

the wiggler and CARM interactionregions are producedby a superconductingmagnet,

whichallowstheaxialguidefieldsineachregiontobe independentlyvaried.Also

shown in Fig 1 is the CARM interaction cavity and the output window, through which

thegeneratedrfsignalwillpropagate.

In the CARM oscillator interaction region, the design mode must be chosen so that,

amongotherconsiderations,thereisstrongbeam-wavecouplingfor high-efficiencyop-

elation.Forasolidelectronbeamon axis,thestrongestcouplingism theTEt_ modes.

One must, however, design a resonatorwhich allows passage of the electron beam and

at the same time leads to a high O. Assuming negligible ohmic losses, the O is given

by the diffractive q, q v, given by

2k2L'H (6)
Oo =/c, (-lnt_Rd)

where L_tl is the effective lengthof the resonator,and/_, and Rd arethe power reflectiv-

ities of the upstreamand downstream mirrors,respectively. One can use an open-ended

resonator which uses mirrorswhose walls have been periodicallyperturbedso that par-

ticular modes are reflected and other modes are transmitted. One type of open-ended

cavitygenerallyconsideredistheBraggcavity.Researchhasbeenconductedinthearea



of Bragg cavities for coherent source applications[23,14,24,25,26,27,28].

A Bragg cavity was employed for the long-pulse CARM oscillator experiment at

M1T, and its design parametersaregiven in Table 1. The Bragg resonatorwas fabricated

in three detachable sections. For reasons that will be discussed in Section 4, the straight

section radius was changed during the experiment. The two different cavity radii and

their respective theoretical resonant frequencies are also listed in Table 1. A diagram

of both Cavity #1 and Cavity #2 is given in Fig. 2. The interaction parametersfor the

MIT CARM oscillator experiment are given in Table 2. The values of Q and L,Iy are

obtained from the Bragg resonator design presented in the preceding discussion.

The design of the CARM oscillator was carriedout using a code, SPOTOSC,which

is a modification of a CARM amplifiercode, SPOT, described previously [3]. The am-

plifier code yields a solution of the electron equationsof motion and the wave equation.

It can treatany TE waveguide mode, annularor solid beams, harmonicinteractions, en-

ergy, momentumand guiding center spreads,waveguide losses and magnetic field taper.

An oscillator version of this code has been developed for the Bragg resonator geome-

try investigated in the present experiments. The oscillator code assumes that the axial

profile of the RF field is fixed with a uniform field amplitude in the central section and

exponenthny decaying fields in the Bmgg resonator sections. Solutions of the oscillator

code are obtainedunder conditions of power balance, where the output power, P, and

efficiency, 11,are given by:

6
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whereU isthestoredenergyinthecavity,Q itsqualityfactor,andI,V arcthebeam

currentandvoltage.ShowninFig.3isaplotofthetheoreticalefficiencyasafunctionof

theelectronbeamcurrentfortheCARM oscillatordesign.Thesecurveswerecalculated

from the CARM oscillator simulation code, SPOTOSC.We chose a design current of 25

A becausewe originallyexpectedthattheBraggresonatorwouldhaveaQ of390.The

actual Bragg resonator used had a theoretical Q of 220, and an actual Q, measured in

cold tests, of 180 (see Section 4.2).

4 Experimental Results

The CARM oscillatorexperiment operatedin pulsed mode where the time betweenpulses

was limited by vacuum pressure. Typical pulse repetition rates were 1/3 Hz; a maxi-

mum repetition rate of 1 Hz was achieved for 10-20 pulses for performingcalorimetric

measurements. The voltage on the electron gun was limited to ,-,320 kV (instead of

the 450 kV design voltage), also because of the vacuum pressure. The voltages quoted

were measured from a capacitive voltage divider in the modulator. One of the major

contributingfactors to the relatively high backgroundpressure was the utilization of an

emittance selector in the focusing region to limit the size of the electron beam entering

the resonator. The currentof the electron beam was monitoredwith separateRogowski

currenttransformerson the beam tunnel, resonator, and collector. In all cases, there was

negligible currentmeasuredfrom theresonator, but nonzerocurrentswere measuredfrom

the beam tunnel in cases where the wigglcr currentwas relatively high (corresponding to



large beam pitch angle).

The operatingparametersfor the CARM oscillatorexperimentaregivenin Table 3.

For both of the cavities discussed below, an effort was made to detect and examine the

rf outputfrom a wide regionin parameterspace. The voltage, wiggler current,and axial

magneticfield strengthsof the wigglerregionand CARM interactionregion werevariable,

and the frequencyof the resulting rf emission was measured in Ka-band(26.5-40 GHz)

using a heterodyne receiver and a dispersive delay-line filter. A detailed discussion of

the heterodynereceiver system is given by Evangelides [29].

Inmostof the observedmodes, the frequencyspectrumshowed narrow-band(I0 MHz)

emission. In some cases, multiple-mode spectra were observed. Mode identificationof

the observed rf signal was made when the measuredfrequency was in good agreement

with the theoretical value predictedfrom the uncoupleddispersionequation(Eq. 4) for the

beam parameters.Far-field scans were also performedfor some of the signals where the
_s

diode output did not vary significantlypulse-to-pulse. To furthersubstantiate the mode

identification,the measured far-field patternwas compared to the theoretical patternof

the mode hypothesizedby the aforementionedmethod. Power measurementswere made

from both a calibrated diode techniqueand a calorimetricmeasurement. In most cases,

i there was reasonable agreementbetween the two power measurements.

4.1 Cavity #1

During operation of the experiment using the first cavity (Cavity #1, c.f. Fig. 2), multi-

mode emission was observed, and many of the signals were identified in the frequency



range 28.2-40.1 OHz. An overwhelmingmajorityof these observed rf signals have been

identifiedas thedownshiftedTE01 mode at secondand thirdharmonicand the TE2t mode

at thirdharmonic. A summaryof these results is given in Table 4. Mode identification

was made by comparisonof the measuredfrequency outputwith the theoretical value

from the uncoupled dispersionequation.

The design frequencyof the experimentwas in Ka-band(26.5-40 GHz), but rf sig-

nals were also observed in K-band (18-26.5 GHz), V-band (50-75 GHz), and F-band

(95-140 GHz). One of the V-band modes observed was a low-power, 74.5 GHz pulse

correspondingto the upshifted (CARM) TEtl mode at second harmonic (n=2) for Sig-

nal #21. The uncoupleddispersion diagram showing this intersectionis given in Hg. 4.

Two other important observations should be made about Cavity #1. First of all,

for a numberof the signals quoted in Table 4, multi-mode spectra were observed with

measurableft_uency spacing. ForSignal #5, the fn:quencyspacing was slightly higher

than 70 MHz; for Signal #21, it was measuredat ,,-50 MHz. Secondly, Signal #25 was

present only for wiggler magnet currents surpassing a certain threshold. For a beam

voltage of 270 kV and a uniform guide field of 7 kG, there was no observed rf signal

I
i

I for wiggler magnet currentsless than 8.9 A. At 8.9 A, an rf signal was observed and

i increased in strengthfor wiggler magnet currentsup to 25 A. If the beam currentfor this
measurementis 20 A and is the startingcurrentfor the mode when the wiggler currentis

8.9 A, then the lower boundfor the Q of the cavity is approximately4000 (for a cavity

length of 4.2 cm). This suggests that modes near cut-off were being "trapped" in the

cavity; the reflectivities of the rippled wall sections for these modes was nearly unity



and the power transmittedout of the cavity due to wave tunnelingthrough the reflector

regions was low. With such a high Q compared to the cavity Q for the design mode,

oscillation in modes near cut-off occurred.

i

4.2 Cavity #2

Because of the predominanceof oscillation in modes nearcut-off in Cavity # I, Cavity #2

(cf. Fig. 2) was fabricatedto reduce the high Q for modes near cut-off. The straight

section radiusof Cavity #2 was decreased to match the minimum radiusof the rippled

reflectorsections. Some observed modes for thiscavity areshownin Table5. Inthis case,

there was single-mode emission in the TEll mode in the frequencyrange 29-32 GHz for

many parametersettings.

MeasureAfrequenciesfor an overwhelmingmajorityof the rf signals using Cavity #2

agreed with the frequenciescalculated for the intersectionof the beamline at fundamen-

tal (n ffi1) with the upshifted TEsl mode using the uncoupled dispersionequation. The

dispersion diagramfor one observed signal in Ka-band(Signal #41) is shown in Fig. 5;

the agreementbetween the measured frequency and the theoretical frequency calculated

from the uncoupleddispersion equation is very good in this case. Note that the uncou-

pied dispersionequation is valid only in the limit of small beam currentdensities. For

the signals observed in Cavity #2, the theoretical frequencyobtained from the coupled

dispersionequationis indistinguishablefrom the theoretical frequencyobtained from the

uncoupled dispersion equation.

Far-fieldpatternswere obtained and comparedwith theory; the comparison between

I0



the measured and theoretical (TEtt mode) far-field pattern for Signal #41 is shown in

Fig. 6. The agreement between experiment and theory is good. Similar results were

obtained for the other far-field scans taken for Signals #33, #37, #39, and #40. In

addition, multi-mode output was observed in the case of Signal #41. The frequency

spacing of these signals was approximately100 MHz.

Power estimates of the rf signal were performed with both a calibrated diode mea-

surementin the far-field of the radiationpattern and a calorimetricmeasurement.Powers

in the TEtt modes were observed up to -_3 kW for V<300 kV. Also observed near the

end of the experimentwere two rf signals (Signals #43 and #44) at a voltage of 317 kV

and a currentof I0 A, with powers near I00 kW as measured with a diode calibration

assuming a TEll upshifted mode at 30 GHz. Strongrf breakdownoccurredat the output

window for operation at these parameters.

Resonatorcold-testswereperformed,andthepowerreflectivityof thereflectorsand

the outputwindow was measured. Thepower reflectivitiesof the long and shortreflectors

(c.f. Fig. 2) were measuredto be 73%and 27%,respectively at the center of the reflection

band(37.5 GHz). The total Q of the cavity at37.6 GHz, estimatedfrom these reflectivities

using Eq.6, is 180. This is lower than the design Q of 220 due to the lower than expected

mirrorreflectivities.

The comparisonof the measured and theoretical power reflectivity of the window in

the frequency range of 28-40 GHz is plotted in Fig. 7. The power reflectivity of the

window agrees very well with the theoretical calculation. At the design frequency, the

power reflectivity is low (< 10%) and thus would not play an importantrole. At lower
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frequencies, however, the power reflectivity of the window becomes quite substantial.

Resonantmodes could arise in a "cavity" formed by the window as one reflectorand the

beamtunnel as theotherreflector. In thiscase, the interactionlengthfor gain is effectively

a 30 cm section limited by waveguide uptapers. At these uptapers,the rf phase velocity

changes abruptly,and the interactionterminates. Assuming that there is total reflection

for all frequencies at the beam tunnel, the diffractive Q for the window-beam tunnel

cavity can be calculated and is applicable for resonant frequencies which satisfy the

cavity mund-u-ipphase condition. The distance used for round-tripphase calculations is

not limited by waveguide uptapers. It is the full distance from the beam-tunnelto the

output window, which is 1.5 m. This is discussed furtherin Section 5.

5 Discussion

In the analysis of the experimental dam, there arc three main issues to be addressed: 1)

the emission at frequencies in the range 28-40 GHz for Cavity #I and in the range 29-

32 GHz for Cavity #2, 2) the lack of rf emission at the design frequency (37.6 GHz), and

3) the outputpower levels of the observed signals. The identificationof modes using the

dispersionequationthat was done in the precedingsection is only pan of the explanation.

For an oscillator, one must also consider the startingcurrentsin determiningwhether or

I nota mode canexist for the experimentalparametersettings. Also of interest is the length

of the interaction. If the mode is far from cut-off, then the axial mode spacing that was

observed, e.g. Signals #5 and #21, will give an indication of the length, and therefore
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the location, of the interaction. Finally, a comparison of the observed output powers

to the theoretical predictionsof output power given the various operatingparametersis

necessary as furtherproof of the existence of the CARM interaction.

It is clear that theobservedsignals for Cavity#1 were gyrotronmodes. Fromcompar-

ison with the uncoupleddispersionequation,a large majorityof the signals had measured

frequencieswhich werevery close to the theoretical frequenciesof the intersectionof the

beamlineat second andthirdharmonicof the TEol mode. A measuredfar-fieldradiation

panem agreed very closely with the calculated patternfor the T Eot mode. Because the

minimumradiusof therippled sections of the Bragg resonatorwas less than the radiusof

the straightsection, a wave that can propagatenearcut-off in the straightsection can be

cut-off in the reflector regions. Therefore, the reflectivity in the mirrorsections is very

nearly unity,and as a result, very little power is transmittedout of the cavity region. The

e-folding distance, or the distance requiredto reduce the incident wave amplitude by a

factor of l/e, for _e TEe1 mode in the reflector sections is less than 5 cm at 30 GHz.

Therefore, the power reflectivity of the long reflector for the T Eol mode is very close

to unity and the power reflectivity of the short reflector is >90%, leading to very high

diffractive Q's at frequenciesnear cut-off.

The mode spacing for the Cavity #1 signals gives furtherevidence of the location of

the interaction. The calculated frequency spacing between consecutive axial modes for

the case of Signal #5 yields a value of 76 MHz, in good agreementwith the observed

value of 70 MHz. Similar agreement is seen for the case of Signal #21, where the

frequency separation between axial modes was also measured. Thus the axial mode
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spacing observed for Cavity #1 furthersubstantiatesthe existence of trappedharmonic

gyrotron modes in the cavity.

There is strong evidence that the rf signals observed using Cavity #2 were upshifted

(CARM) modes. The measuredfrequenciesof these signals are in good agreement with

the theoretically-predicted frequencies of the upshifted intersection in Eq. 4 from the

uncoupled dispersion equation. For the sparse spectrumof this Bragg resonator, use

of the uncoupled dispersion equationwith a detuning of zero to identify the modes is

sufficient. Measured far-fieldradiationpatternsagreevery well with theoreticalestimates

for the TEIs mode.

There is furtherevidence that the modes observed for Cavity #2 were not Bntg8

resonator modes; instead the interaction region extended from the beam tunnel to the

output window. From both the theoretical analysis and the Bragg reflector cold-test

measurements,the coupling of the TEss mode near 30 GHz is verysmall, eliminating any

feedback mechanism in the Bragg resonator thatmay lead to high Q's in that frequency

range. Therefore, becausethe signals observed for Cavity#2 had frequencies in the range

29-32 GHz, they could not have been Bragg resonator modes.

Fromthe reflectivity measurementsof the output window shown in Fig. 7, the power

reflectivity of the window is greatestnear 30 GHz. If the mode of the interaction(TEss)

is cut-off at the beamtunnel, then a high-Q cavity with resonant modes in the 29-32 GHz

frequencyrange can arise in the region between the beam tunnel and the output window

instead of in the Bragg resonatorregion. This will result in rf emission at frequencies

near 30 GHz instead of at the design frequency. As explained in Section 4.2, the CARM
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interactionlength is 30 cm. For the calculationsof the efficiency and startingcurrentof

the cavity formed between the window and beam-tunnel, a Q of 600 was assumed. The

actual Q varies with frequency because of the varying reflectivityof the output window.

Shown in Fig. 8 is the starting currentcurve under the operating conditions of Signal #41

for the window-beam runnel"cavity". Because the Q of this cavity is higher than that of

the Braggresonator, the currentsneeded to start oscillation of resonant modes,or "starting

currents"of the formerwill be lower than the startingcurrentsof the latter. Furthermore,

at the calculated beam spread, the starting current is lower than the operating beam

current. Thus there is evidence that the CARM modes observed in the experiment using

Cavity #2 were window-beam tunnel modes and not Bragg resonator modes.

In the previous section, it was stated that mode spacing of 100 MHz was observed

for Signal #41. For modes that are far from cut-off, the frequency separationof two con-

secutive axial modes can be approximatedby av _, c/2L. As mentioned in Section 4.2,

the distance from the output window to the beam tunnel is approximately 1.5 m. The

frequency spacing for this length, as calculated by the above expression, is 100 MHz,

which is in good agreement with the frequencyspacing observed in the experiment. This

evidence substantiatesthe claim that the resonator extended between the output window

and the beam tunnel, with the interaction occuring between the beam tunnel and the

uptaper.

The last issue to be addressed is the comparison of the measured output powers of

the rf signals to the theoretical predictions. Critical to the theoretical calculation is the

determination of the pitch angle and momentumand energyspreadsin the electron beam.
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EGUN simulations of the Cavity #2 shots predict a large amount of ripple in the beam

as well as beam spreadswhich areconsiderably higher than those that were predicted by

the originally designed beam match. The majorcontributingfactor to the degradation in

beam quality was the low beam voltage. It appearednear the end of the operation of

the CARM oscillator experiment that higher beam voltages yielded considerably larger

outputpowers in therf signals, indicatingthatthe beam quality improvedas the operating

voltage(_ 300kV)approachedthe designvoltage(450kV).

ThepitchangleandaxialmomentumspreadvaluescalculatedfromEGUN andTRAJ

for the signals of Cavity #2 are given in Table 6. For these simulations, the particles

wereloadedinTRAJ fromtheoutputraysofEGUN inordertocalculatetheredistri-

bution of beam a using the experimental coil currentsettings. Shown in Fig. 9 are the

theoreticalpredictions from SPOTOSCfor the output power as a function of pitch angle,

_, for various axial momentum spreads, %,z/pz. For these simulations, the experimental

parametersofSignal#41havebeenused:V=282kV,I_=19A,v=31.8GHz, L=30cm,

Q=600, and B0=6.36 kG. Because the magnetic field, frequency,waveguide radius, and I

voltage is fixed for the curves in Fig. 9, the variation in a representsthe detuning from

resonance of the interaction.

In Fig. I0, the theoretical gain of the CARM is plotted versus pitch angle for the

same experimental parametersgiven above. Clearly, the optimum gain decreases and

the corresponding pitch angle increases with increasing axial momentum spread. The

I reduction in gain is a well-known effect caused by the stabilization of the cyclotron

resonance maser instability due to the spread in the axial momentumof the beam [5].
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From Fig. 9, it can also be seen that the optimum a value increases with increasing

axial momentum spread. This is the result of a shift in the resonance due to the presence

ofspreadintheaxialmomentum. The zeroth-orderdistributionfunctionusedtointegrate

theresonanttermsovermomentum spaceisnolongera deltafunction;uponintegration,

termsareincludedwhichaltertheresonantfrequencyoftheinteraction.

Finally,fromFig.9,itcanbeseenthattherangeofpitchanglevaluesforwhichthere

isgaindecreaseswithincreasingspreadintheaxialmomentum ofthebeam. We setthe

wigglermagnetcurrenttooptimizerfpower on Signal#41,sowe concludethattherf

emissionoccurredatthevalueofa whichyieldedtheoptimum gain.ForSignal#41,

the observed output power was 3.1 kW, and it is concluded from Fig. 9 that a _ 0.52

and op,/p, _ 4%. Shown in Fig. 11 is the theoretical CARM oscillator efficiency

versus beam current for V=282 kV, Q=6(X), Lffi30 cm, v=31.8 GHz, B=6.36 kG, a=0.52,

and op,/pz--4%. At the observed beam current of 19 A, using Fig. 11, the efficiency

is ~0.1%, in agreement with the observed output power. It can also be seen from

Fig. 11 that the minimum current required to produce gain, the stmlJng current, is 17 A.

Because the operating current was so near the starting current, the efficiency was lower

than optimum; a beam current of 40 A with the same parameters would have produced

significantlyhigheroutputpowers.Incontrast,thetheoreticalstartingcurrentsforthe

TEos mode atsecondandthirdharmonicatV=282 kV aregreaterthanI0kA,calculated

withQ--4(XX)and L=I2 cm, rulingoutthepossibilitythatSignal#41 was a gyrotron

mode.

Note that the EGUN and TRAI calculations of the pitch angle and axial momentum
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spread values disagree with those values consistent with the oscillator theory for the

observed output powers. Possible reasons for this are the following. A large amount of

tipple in the electron beam will give rise to non-negligible axial gradients of the scalar

potential, leading to large self-Ez fields in the beam. This effect is included in EGUN,

but not in TRAJ. In the design, the tipple in the beam is small and therefore, the effects

of the self-Ez fields are small. In contrast, because of the lower operating voltages, the

beam transport for the observed modes exhibited a large amount of scalloping, leading

to self-Ez fields which will influence the axial momentumdistribution in the beam. In

addition, whether the actual cxis greater or less than the a predicted by EGUN and TRAJ

will depend on the phase of the tipple in the electron beam as it enters the wiggler. The

evolution of the perpendicular velocity of an electron is dependent on the initial phase

of the electron relative to the initial phase of the transversewiggler field; the average

pitch angle of the beam at the end of the wiggler region will be a function of the sign

of the radial and azimuthalcomponentsof the electron momentumat the entranceto the

wiggler region.

Uncertainties in a can also arise from other sources. Firstof all, there is the variation

of the beam voltage duringthe pulseand from shot-to-shot;estimates of the beam voltage

arevalid to within a few percent. Shown in Figs. 12 and 13 areplots of the output power

versus pitch angle at various axial momentumspreads for the experimental settings of

Signal #41 at voltages of 268 kV and 296 kV (4-5%). These results place the value of

ct in the range of 0.50 to 0.55 and axial momentumspreadsin the range of 3% to 4%.

The value of a will also be affected by misalignment of the focusing and main field
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coils as the beam enters the wiggler. The trajectoriesof the electrons in the magnetic

focusing region are calculated with the EGUN code, which assumes a completely axi-

centered beam. Misalignment of the beam can occur by focusing with coils that are not

completely vertical with respect to the axis of the electron beam. Misalignment can also

occur if there is variation of the magnetic centers of the focusing and main field coils.

Both of these affects are not taken into account in the EGUN calculation. In the drift

region, misalignment of the magnetic field coils will produce kinks in the axial guide

field, which will lead to non-negligible transverse fields at the position of the electron

beam. These fields will cause increases in the pitch angle of the electrons.

It can also be seen from Figs. 9, 12, and 13 that the output power at 4% axial

momentum spread is rapidly increasing with voltage. Shown in Fig. 14 is a plot of

the theoretical output power as a function of pitch angle for various spreads in the axial

momentumdistribution at a voltage of 317 kV, assumingv-31.8 GHz, Q=600, L=30 cm,

and using the measuredparametersfor Signal #43 of/3o::6.36 kG, and Ib=19A.

The observedoutput power for Signal #43 was approximately100 kW (an efficiency

of 2%). From Fig. 14, the conclusion is that a _ 0.5 and opz/p, _ 3%. The axial

momentum spread of Signal #43 is lower than that of Signal #41, which is consistent

with the fact that the operating voltage of Signal #43 was closer to the design voltage of

450 kV, resulting in improvedbeam transport.

As an illustration, the effect of axial momentumspread on the theoretical and me,a-

suredvalues of outputpower for increasingvalues of experimentalvoltages for a CARM

oscillator is shown in Fig. 15. The theoretical values of output power were the maxima
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of the curves of constant axial momentum spread taken from Figs. 9, 12, 13, and 14.

For low axial momentum spreads (<3%), the increase in output power with increas-

ing voltage arises from operation at near constant efficiency at increasing electron beam

power. At higher values of axial momentum spread (>3%), there is a marked increase

in the theoretical output power of the CARM oscillator for increasing beam voltages.

The experimentally-measured output power is an even strongerfunction of voltage, as

increasing voltages enhanced the beam transport, resulting in lower axial momentum

spreads.

6 Conclusions

In this work, the results of the first successful long-pulse CARM experimentarereported.

A 300 kV, 25 A electron beam was employed in a Pierce wiggler configuration to

generate an rf signal in a distributive-feedbackcircuit called a Bragg resonator. The

beam voltage, beam pitch angle, and wiggler and interaction axial guide fields were

varied and the resulting frequencies,far-fieldpatterns,and output powers were measured.

Two configurationsof the Bragg resonatorwere used in the experiment, where the radius

of the straight section correspondedto the maximum radius in the reflectors for the first

cavity and to the minimum radius in the reflectors for the second cavity.

Operation using Cavity #1 showed dominant operation in the TEzl and TEol modes
near cutoff at the second and third harmonicin the frequencyrange of 28.2-40.2 GHz.

Also, a second harmonic,low power, upshiftedCARM mode at 74.5 GHz was observed.
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It was concluded that the reason for the lack of observed fundamental CARM modes

was that modes near cut-off in the middle of the Bragg resonator were being trapped

due to the large straight section radius. Operation using Cavity #2 showed operation
I

in TE_I mode at the CARM intersection at 29-32 GHz. Measured far-field patterns

agreed with theoretical calculations for the observed modes. Powers of up to 3 kW were

obtained using both a diode calibration and calorimetry for the identified modes. Two

high-power (,_ 100 kW) modes were observed in the Ka band for V=317 kV, I=19 A.

These modes were also identified as CARM modes, even though their frequencies were

not measured,because the starting currentsfor the modes near cut-off were far above the

operating current,and the power outputwas consistent with CARM oscillator theory for

the measured frequenciesof signals which were identifiedas CARM modes.

The frequency spectrum showed narrow band emission for most of the observed

modes and some multiple mode spectra were observed. Cold-tests of Cavity #2 showed

resonances near the design frequency (37.5 GHz) and cavity Q values lower than the,o-

retical values. In addition, the starting current for the CARM interaction with the Bragg

resonator alone providing feedback were larger than the operational currentduring the

experiment; the mode could not have startedunder these conditions. It was concluded

that the observed CARM modes using Cavity #2 were not Bragg resonator modes. The

only resonant frequenciesmeasuredin the cold-test were those nearthe design fn_uency

of 37.5 GHz. Furthermore, the frequency spacingobserved between axial modes of the rf

signal indicatedthatthe resonatorextended from the beam tunnel to the outputwindow,

leading to a higher Q than that of the resonatormodes calculated using the measured
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power reflectivities of the Bragg mirrors. The measured window reflectivity was rela-

tively high at the observed frequencies, as was calculated theoretically and confirmed in

the cold-test.

Althoughefficienciesintheidentifiedmodeswererelativelylow(< 2 %),theycan

be attributed to poor beam quality. From the theoretical and numerical calculations, it is

quiteclearthattheaxialmomentumspread(and,toalesserextent,theenergyspread)in

the beam must be low in order to achieve high-efficiency operationin the design mode

of a CARM, There is an inherent spread that will arise from the resulting rotationof the

electronbeamifitiscompressedfromacathodeintoahigh-fieldregion.Thisspreadcan

beminimized,however,iftheproperaxialmagneticfieldprofileinthefocusingregion

can be applied. Increasing the pitch angle in the wiggler will also introduce spreads in

the beam. These factors make it difficult to produce a low-temperatureelectron beam

in the interaction region. Second, a critical issue in the design of a CARM oscillator

experiment is achieving the lowest possible window reflectivity across a broad band of

frequencies. High Q values may result for frequencies other than the design frequency

due to high reflection from the output window. This will result in low starting currents

forthese"window" modes.Therefore,itisdesirabletohave a high resonatorO which

willensurelowstartingcurrentswhencomparedtoanywindowmodes.

The future of CARM research holds promise. This experiment has demonstrated that

high-poweroperationoflong-pulseCARMs atmoderatevoltagesisfeasible.Whether

CARMs can achieve high efficiencies will be stronglydependent on the ability to produce

high-qualityelectron beams. An efficiencyenhancement technique involving the tapering
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of the axial magnetic field appearsattractive in order to obtain high device efficiencies.

This work was supportedby the Department of Energy, Office of Basic Energy
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Parameter Value

i i,, i

Long Reflector
Ripple Height,/o 0.254 mm
Ripple Wavelength,ge 4.34 mm
Length 19.95 cm
Mean radius 5.79 mm

Short Reflector
Ripple Height, h 0.254 mm
Ripple Wavelength, h 4.34 mm
Length 5.71 cm
Mean Radius 5.79 mm

Straight Section
Length 4.14¢m
Cavity #I Radius 6.03 mm
Cavity #2 Radius 5.53 mm

Diffractive Q 220
Effective Cavity Length, Lell 0.17 m
Cavity #I Frequency 37.5 GHz
Cavity #2 Frequency 38.0 GHz

Table I: MIT CARM 37.5 GHz Bragg resonatordesign parameters.
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Interaction Parameter Value

Voltage, V 450 kV
Beam Current,Ib 25 A

Pitch angle, a 0.845
Efficiency, 11 14 %

qx 18%

11,1, 78%
OutputPower 1.6MW

Nominalfrequency,v 37.5GHz
Quality factor, Q 220

InteractionLength, LeH 0.17

Table2:MIT CARM 37.5GHz Designparameters.
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Figure 2: SChematicof the Bragg resonator (not to scale) for the CARM oscillator
experiment.
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Figure 3: Efficiency as a function of electron beam currentfor the CARM Oscillator
design for opt/p, = 0%,1%,2%for 8Rg=3 mm.
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CARM Parameter Value

Beam Voltage 260-320 kV
Beam Current 10-25 A

Pulse Length ,_ llxsec
Beam Pitch, _t = _l/_ll 0.-1

Frequency Range (Cavity #1) 24.8-40.1 GHz
Frequency Range (Cavity #2) 29.6-36.8 GHz

Table 3: MIT CARM Oscillator Experimental Parameters.
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Sig. # v[GHz] V[kV] B,o[kG] o_ _-[%] ModePz

1 35.3 250 9.41 2.353 N/A
2 32.3 250 9.41 1.238 N/A
3 32.5 250 9.41 N/A N/A
4 30.2 275 8.33 0.193 2.5 TE_t 2
5 35.8 285 8.33 0.184 2.3 TE_{3

6 31.2 270 7.93 0.495 N/A TE{{3
7 30.9 270 7.94 0.240 3.6 TE{{3

8 30.8,31.0,34.1 260 7.94 0.552 7.5 TE_ 2_, TE_ 3
34.3,34.7,40.1

9 28.3,28.9,29.7,30.9 260 6.71 0.611 7.1 TE2_--3
10 24.9,28.2,29.4,30.9 260 6.71 0.614 7.1 TE_, TF__ 3

31.4,32.7,33.6,34.2,35.7
11 27.6,28.2,30.9,31.6,34.2 260 6.71 0.708 7.5 T E_ 2"3,TF-,2t'_
12 32.9 268 6.84 0.840 9.4 TEot"_
13 34.3,40.2 268 6.71 0.881 9.4 TEo_"_

14 30.5,31.0,31.4 260 6.86 0.707 8.6 TEo_ "3
15 29.2,30.4,30.0,30.5,31.0 260 7.60 0.389 5.6 TEo"_,TE_ 3

16 29.1,30.1 259 7.60 0.519 7.0 TE_ 2, TE2_--3
17 30.1 255 8.00 0.230 2.2 TEo_
18 30.1 255 8.00 0.263 3.0 TEot_
19 30.1 255 8.00 0.316 4.3 TEoI_
20 30.1 255 8.00 0.408 5.9 TE_:

21 24.8,28.1,30.9,31.4 260 6.71 0.d06 5.1 TE_ =2'3

34.2,40.3,74.5 T E2"i_3, TE{'{2

22 30.4,30.6,31.1,31.6 250 6.71 0.289 3.5 TE_ 2_

23 31.0,31.5,31.8 255 7.02 0.359 5.0 rEo_1_

24 30.3,30.6,30.7,30.8260 7.02 0:205 2.1 T Eot"_2_

25 30.7,32.0 270 7.02 0.438 6.6 TE_ 2"3
26 30.6,31.8 276 6.30 0.227 2.2 TEo_t
27 29.4 280 6.23 0.248 2.4
28 33.3 280 6.23 0.194 1.5 TEo_'_2
29 28.3 290 6.76 0.219 1.0 TF_,2_--3

Table 4: Cavity #1 signals. The frequency, voltage, and magnetic field were measured
and the pitch angle and axial momentum spreads are calculated from EGUN and TRAJ.
The modes are identified from comparison with the uncoupled dispersion theory.
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0

k_parallel(m°*-1)

Figure 4: Theoretical intersections of the bcamline at first, second, and third harmonic
with several T E wavcguide modes for Signal #21. Also shown are the measured fre-
quencies (triangle). B,o = 6.'71kG, -_= 1.509, and a = 0.406.
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Sig.# v[GHz] V[kV] A[A] B,o[kG] P_[kW] _I[%] Mode
,| , , H

30 33.5,36.8 270 13 6.79 5.6 0.17 TE[__,TE_ 3
31 30,2,31.4 300 10 7.44 0.07 0.0023 TE_ t
32 30.3 300 10 7.44 N/A N/A TE_ t
33 29.7 300 10 6.21 0.2 0.0067 TE_ _
34 30.9 300 17 6.21 0.7 0.023 TE_ _
35 30.9 300 17 6.21 0.2 0.0067 TE_ 1
36 29.6 300 17 6.21 0.2 0.0067 TE{__
37 31.0 300 20 6.21 2.0 0.033 TE_ _
38 30.3,30.6 282 19 7.24 N/A N/A TE[__

39 31.6 282 19 6.69 0.4 0.0075 TE_ _
40 30.8 282 19 6.45 1.3 0.024 TE_ t
41 31.8 282 19 6.36 3.1 0.058 TE_ '_
42 31.8 282 17 6.36 N/A N/A TE[_ t
43 N/A 317 19 6.36 100 1.7 TE_ t
44 N/A 317 15 6.32 110 1.8 TE_ _

Table 5: Cavity #2 signals. Power is measured from a calibrated diode in the farfield
radiation pattern. All of the TEIt modes are upshifted (CARM) modes.
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Figure 5: _k diagramfor Signal #41 for the first, second, andthirdharmonic,severalTE
waveguide modes (solid curves), and the measuredfrequency (triangle). B,o = 6.36 kG,

= 1.552, and a = 0.267.
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Figure 7: Thcosetical and measured values of the window power rcflcctivity.
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Figure 8: Startingcurrentcurves for Signal #41 of the CARM oscillator experiment for
a cold electron beam (%,/p==0) with a=0.267.
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Si& # v[kV] B.o[kG] m _,,[%]

30 270 6.79 0.367 5.8
31 300 7.44 0.416 6.5
32 300 7.44 0.341 5.1 •
33 300 6.21 0.407 5.7
34 300 6.21 0.440 8.3
35 300 6.21 0.393 6.4
36 300 6.21 0.540 10.3
37 300 6.21 0.375 5.7
38 282 7.24 0.456 5.4
39 282 6.69 0.210 1.9
40 282 6.45 0.196 1.6
41 282 6.36 0.267 3.2
42 282 6.36 0.332 5.2
43 317 6.36 0.772 13.2
44 317 6.32 0.610 4.6

Table6: Computeda and op./p, values for the Cavity #2 signals from EGUN and TRAJ.
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Figure 10:. Gain versus pitch angle for various values of o_,,/p, for Signal #42 at
V=282 kV.
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Figure 11: l'tteomtical CARM oscillator¢ffici©ncyversuselectronbeam current at 4%
axial momentumspreadfor Signal #41.
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Figure 12: Output power versus pitch angle for various values of op,/ps for Signal #41
at V=268 kV, 16=19 A, Q=600, L=30 an, v=31.8 GHz, and _v=6.36 kG.
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Figure 13: Output power versus pitch angle for various values of ap,/p, for Signal #41
at I/=296 kV, Ib=19 A, Q=600, L=30 cm, v=31.8 GHz, and B0=6.36 kG.
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Figure 14: Output power versus pitch angle for various values of op,/p, for Signal #43
at V=317 kV, Ib-19 A, Qffi600, Lffi30 cm, v=31.8 GI-_, and Bo=6.36 kG.
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Figure 15: Theoretical and measuredoutput powerof the CARM oscillator as a function
of electron beam voltage for axial momentumspreads ap,/pz=0%,l%,2%,3%, and 4%.
/3o=6.36 kG, L=30 cm,/b=19 A, and Q=600.
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Abstract C.De$crLprionofa CARM

Cyclotronam_cescnancemaser(CARM) amplifiersare un- The CARM is similar to a gyromm, except that the elec.
der investigation as a possible source of high-power (> I00 _t/c wave propagar_ with a phase velocity close m
MW), Idgh-frequency(> I0 GHz) microwaves for powering the speed of lighL The CARM typ/cally employs relal/visfic
the next gemmefion of linear coiliders. A design for a high- electron heronswilh pich _gim (a = vj./v.) smaller
power, short pulse, 17.136 GHz CARM amplifier, milizing a that of the gyromm. However, unlike gyromms and free-
500 kV linean"inductionaccelerator,is presented, electron lasers, there are few experimentald_monsumions of

the CARM [8,9,10].

I. INTRODUCTION In design of a high-peakpowa' CARM amplifi_, the elec.
mmbeam_ which _ in themint atuact/veopemion
are typicallyin the0.$ - 2 MeV hinge._u_tly,

A.NextGenermLonCoULderRequirements generalion fora IdlOa-powetC.ARM amplifieriswellstaled
m two accelerator_,.hn_u. sere hiSh-volu_ ..(SO0kV

The next generationof TeV e'e- linear collidersof reason- - I MV) SLAC-typepulsemodulaton and _ induction
able length and costwillrequire[1,2,3] atleastanorder-of- accekmmrs can be used for e-be_n _ For CARM
magnitude increase-in the accelera_g gradient above _ ~ dmigm basedon inductionaccelema_, thepeak beam powers
10-20 MeV/m that is presently achievedusingconventional andbeampulsedm'aflomresultin theI_aemfionof rf pulses
S-band klysmm drivers. In order to obtain theseaccelerat- which are already well suited to the nxpekemmuof future
ing gradients, the RF peak power and frequencymust be in- colliden. In addition, a un/que femm_ of CARM amplflh_

subsumtiMly.The RF peak power breakdownlimit is that use a _ helical wigglm'm spin-up the elecmm beam
increasedby increMingthe frequencyand decreasing the RF is that the wiggler can be duigned so that the phase smbmty
pulse length, of theCARM issul_mfiallyenlumced.

At present,designsfor the next generationcollides' have We havecompletedthedesignstudy of m inductionaccel-
sealed on 17.136 GHz as a reasom_le choice for the oper. erator drivcmCARM ampl/fler with a 500 kV electn_ beam,
afing frequency [4.5,6]. The typical peak power that will be md we am cuaemly mumbling mchaCARMamplifl_. This
requiredper source is in the 500 MW m I OW range,with rf design is amact/ve for a pmof-of-pcinciple CARM ampl/fler
pulse lengths in the ueighborlmodof 2S-_0 ns [4,5]. l_ such expedmem. Resultsof _ design study,as well u final design
a design, acceAeming iFadimU may be on _he orderof 200 ixmm_, am _u_l in ff_ I_I_.
MeVlm.

Re sourcescame_ of _ an of me _uimnems of II.T_Y
these accelmamo do am _ _ StmforCs two mile linear
accelmmr, SI.AC, is _ by S-l_d Idysmms;however, The CARM in_ occurs when _ undeqloingcy-
SLAC operl_ I_ 2.86 O][_ ]Be¢ll_ klyswo_ areverydif- cloa'oII mock3nin m ax_ _ field 01 = Bt) in-
ficult to op_a_ above --I00E_ alm_t/ve high power RF _ _ an eleclmmll_l_ic wave (_, k) wilh wavevec_'
somcesneedto be invesfigmed, nearlypm'alleJto the axial field B. The resomm_condi.

is _en e - k,_, = _, wh_, is _ lumnmic num-

B.PromL_£ Sources ha" and_ is therelativisticcycloemafrequencydefinedby
__.Q_Iym e.BA, moc.Thewell.kin1 nuomececomli-

sourcesttuz may rap/ace the Uysm_ fro._v. tim for theCAI_ is mm _ = _/-_l - P./I_) where'y
ing tbe next _ linear coilider are g_ymum, f_e ml p, me tlz elecm_ eaaSy md v_ in tl_ L_.
elecmm lasers(]_.l.s), md Cydomm Aumm_mmce Mme¢ Thewaveplumevelo_ty isgivm byPv_-=ev_lc '=m/ck,. As
(CARM) amp_ [7,6]. These masers have the pmmliM isappat_fromtben.'mamcecmditim, theCARMis_e
to opeme as hish-gnin, hiSh-emcieacy, hish.powa mpanm of opmem t a tm|e _ warn _ _ cyetmm _.
in the frequencyregime ai_ikable to Otisnext generalim of qum_ (in¢ommt tOl__), llorlb s _ l,l_j.e _ l/Ye,
collidm, mdj_ _ l,tl_uisa_Z Ikuqum_uqpM_l_m therelmivis.



cyclomm I_u_mcy Q_ (or a _o upshi_ from the nonml- of the shoot pulse length of the indnct_ l_ac, it is unclear
al_wisticcyclotnm I_lUmCy, k2eo).For the numericalresults how much of a problem absolute insttbilifies will pose. The
given hem, we consida only CARM ol:x_ at the funda- convective instability may still be able to dominate the
menialofthe,_:lom_frequency(a= I). luteinstabilityforvaluesof£/£c> I.Howev_,theCARM

amplifierdesign is based on operation for values of £/ec just
DESIGN belowI.Withsucha couplingvalue,itisclearfromFig.1

thathigherdetuningsyieldhigherefficiencies,howeverFig.I
doesnotplotefficienciesfor& > 0.4becausetheefficiency

A.Introduction fallsoff rapidly.
We havecompletedthedesign ofa CARM amplifier uti-

lizinga 500 kV linear induction accelerator(LIA) [I I]. The
600 kV, 600 _ Ygll, Pd -800 W• I?.136 GHs

CARM amplifier has been designedto runintheTEllmode am.
at 17.136 OI-Iz. A Umseperiod bifilm helical wiggler with a o--oav.ta=ffi,/,..t6_6 li_,i.il am._',,.-I
wiggle wavelength of 90.1 cm and a field of up to 50 O will o--on.-L. ,,,. ¢,.-_

O_O nc=t_l ms. ,/%-4 _e
be used to spin-up the elecmmteam. Other parametersfrom am. ,--,_.,_..L¢...4 y..e--
the experimentare listed in Table 1. t a--as,,-,_.,., cq._ r.._"--

wig.v.u.
..... l&im.

Beam Energy 500 keY
Beam Cunsn¢, I, 500 A L,, : : ....; ; , , ,
PulseLenlth 30ns mum.,

BeamPitch.ao- _.o/_,o 0._ Figure 1: CAICM_ efficient.
Frequency,{o/2._ 17.136 GHz
Mode TE_t

Wavqwide Radim. rw 1.3 cm 5oo kV.5OOt. Tilt. Pd=800 W• 17.13_(Dim
PhaseVelocity._v_, 1.088 uo • O"'o_v=_=_ _.,,.t
Guide Fzld. Bo 3.06 kG ,--,n,-u, m. ¢_-t
De--g, A 0.4 O.M O--OI_.L4 _. ¢%-t

e--o_tJ ms._eo=4
Input Power, P. 800 W ---,a,.._ _. ¢_.e __,,
_._LVelocily S_ Op:/p a < 1.6% § o._ s--s_-i.,m.,/_.4 _ _e...4v...4,-..m_

EneqlyS_ o_/y < 1.6% i u_ - _ _-_-'_"_"_"_

Emciency,untwen 13.5%(o, =O)
9.3%(o v, =0.02) o_o _:j[c::_c:_"_-__ _.._...6......_---__

Output Power, P,, 33.6MW (0_, =0) . _.__..._------- - ___,-...o-.u'-___--_------""-'---
23.3 MW (o_, = 0.02) _ _-

S_on L.en_, :m 0.93 m (Ov. =0)
1.01 m (or,=0.02) o._ .....: , . , : : - .. ;

om 463 dB (o_, = O) _,
,,4.6 0.O2)

i s2: bern

1: CAnl _ design lxmaetm. ¢./'_ S_

We have dm_mmmd tlmx_ simulations that a

a. me eeu a bim min=methe
pitch of the electrm turn cm be olximtmd to have exeeamt

F.X, 2,d3owhowmeemcimy, thebemth, plmemttUty.Byw,atmwtmll, uidee,eMmdwil.
am/e_e_ _ oftheCARM ampliaavarywith _ fieldw the risIx values,thecmulmlm betwem 11,and
dmmln& Diffenatcurves in the ligu_._ fewest differmt 13.1.0mm exactly umlp_t to me me lime _ia curvefor the
values of cmplins md of wsvesutde radius. Thevslueofz/z_ CAItM immalm, m shown in 1_ 4. This dmmmctny
_Ucm_howclmem_estomemeoeeuc_Ou.e_. aU=mmeptmembimyofmCAXM_. Ftl. S

_ to _ _ For z/e, > 1, me in_sr., rameenoflldSsLal_m_l_ilityof:k0.$'k_
tim is fun_ _ to excitem al_uce instability. Became ova' a voita_vmmlon ofd:l%.
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